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PRESS RELEASE  
 

New Medical Tubing Line from Labtech 

Working with a European partner with experience and expertise in designing and producing extrusion lines 

for medical tubing, Labtech can now supply the market with fully professional medical tubing lines, built 

under license, incorporating all the latest technologies.   

The Labtech Scientif ic  medical tubing lines can be supplied in many configurations and using many 

extruder sizes depending on diameter of tubing and required output.  Where tolerances are critical, the 

extruders can be equipped with a gear pump which will ensure a very precise and constant resin flow to the 

die. 

Downstream the lines have a cooling and calibration tank in different sizes, with vacuum available, plus a haul-

off and cutting unit designed for cutting soft and semi-rigid tubing for typical medical applications.  The haul-

off unit has a touch screen to set speed and cutting lengths and is also equipped with a dimension controller 

and recorder which is connected in closed loop to the extruder. 

After the cutting station the tube lengths will be collected on an outfeed and stacking conveyor which enables 

tubes to be stored and packaged in predefined batches. 

 

Millmerran Research and Manufacturing Ltd is the exclusive UK agent for the Labtech range of laboratory 

processing equipment.  These machines are based on over 30 years experience and are built with a modern 

and pleasing design and a multitude of advanced features and safety standards in accordance with CE and 

other international norms, and every machine has the design, build quality and finish that have become 

recognised as the Labtech hallmark.   
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